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The present-day tectonic frJmC\\'Ork of the eastern ?v1editerranean is controlled b; 
the last phase of collision between the African and Eurasian plates. The 
Agean/Anatolian plate is pushed westwards along strike-slip faults, due to collision 
between the Arabian/Syrian and Eurasian plates along the Bitlis-Zagros Suture. At its 
northeastern edge, the African plate is presently moving NNE relative to the 
Eurasian plate, The boundar) between the African and the Anatolian • 
delineated bv the Hellenic Arc anJ Plirw-Strnbo Trench in the West and 
arc and a diffuse fault system, probably associated with the Amanos Foult 
East. The l\vo arcs are near perpcnJicular to the relati\·e motion of the African and 
Anatolian plates, delineating the subduction zones, whereas the Pliny-Strabo Trench. 
Antalya and East Anatolian fault zones (including the Amanos and Ecemis Faults) 
are sub-parallel to the slip vector, with predominantly transform motion. 

Tectonic framework ot the northeastern Mediterranean and the Cyprus back-arc basins. 

The eastern Mediteff;mcan includes several distinct provinces, the formations of 
which are intimately related to the histories of the provinces in the regions of plate 
convergences. The Cenozoic aer1ocenire, along the ::;outhem margin of the .,\natolian 
plate which is located in the setting on an acti\·e orogenic region \\ ith 
complicated microplate configuration. The edge of the Anatolian plat.form, 
immediately ,outhwest of the i,frica/Arabia/Anatolici triple junction, and includes 
four genetically related basins . Adana, Cilicia, Iskenderun and Latakia Basins. 
These four basins collectively form a moderately large semi-enclosed depocentre in 
the northeastcrn Mediterranean sea. The Antalva basin, which is surrounded bv 
Anaximander I\.-1ountains and Beydaglar range in-the West and Florence Rise in th·e 
South, is again one of the prin-:-ipJ..l late depocentre bet \VCGn the northwest of Cyrus 
and southern Turkey. The Cilicia ba~in lies in between the::;e two main ba-;inal areas. 
The Misi.s-Kyrenia fault zone link, the Misis Mountains of southern Turkey and 
Kyrenia range of northern Cyprus. 

During the Pliocene-Quaternury, extension took place in the NE corner of the 
Mediterranean sea by listric faulting on a decollement surface at the base of the 
Messinian evaporites. The evolution of Pliocene-Pleistocene dcpocentrcs was largely 
controlled by the Misis-Kyrenia horst and the listric fans and associated roll-over 
anticlines, which shifted position through time, creating a shifting pattern of 
depocentres. The extensional collapc;c of the Adana-C1licia-Iskenderun-Latakia basin 
complex resulted in overall retreat of the coastline in Cilicia and LatJ.kia ba::-in', 
during the mid-10 late Quaternar;. '.'\onhward from the Florence rise, passing into the 
Antalya ba;;,;in \\hich is is acti\·c:ly --,inking and tiltrng to the northenst. the 
concordance of the l\1essinian reflectors with the overlying sediments is maintained, 
but the sabement of the Messinian appears tilted northwards and folding effects the 
entire succession. The sinistral strike-slip fault of Antalya has a great implication on 
the Antalya ophiolites and emplacement of the Anaximander Mountain block. This 
thrust zone al,;;o affects the Me:--.sinian ~alt layers creating cobblestone structures. 
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